GO Wireless WITH YOUR
GARRETT PRO-POINTER!
THE BEST PINPOINTER JUST GOT BETTER!

Visit garrett.com to learn more

PRO-POINTER® AT
Z-Lynk
All Terrain Pinpointer

GARRETT METAL DETECTORS
Made in the USA
Visit garrett.com to learn more
GARRETT PRO-POINTER® AT Z-LYNK
PN: 1142200       MSRP $169.95

• **One-Press Syncing** to Garrett Z-Lynk wireless receivers.
• **Wireless Convenience**: Hear both detector and pinpointer alarms in your headphones, even in noisy environments (beach, high winds, congested urban areas, organized hunts).
• **Fast Retune**: Quick button-press instantly tunes out environment or narrows your detection field for precise pinpointing of larger targets.
• **Single-button operation** for Power, Retune, Sensitivity adjustment (3 levels), and Silent Mode (vibration only).
• **LED flashlight** for low light uses.
• **Lost Pinpointer Alarm**
• **Automatic Power-Off** feature
• **Includes** lanyard attachment loop, belt holster, and 9V battery.
• **Patented** proportional audio and scraping blade to sift through soil.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

Model Name: Garrett Pro-Pointer® AT Z-Lynk
Product Number: 1142200
Operating Temperatures: -4°F (-20°C) to 130°F (54°C)
Operating Frequency: 11.5 kHz
Waterproof Rating: 20 foot (6 meter) maximum depth; IP 68
Tuning: Automatic or manual retune
Indicators: Proportional audio/vibration pulse rate
Controls: Power, Retune, Adjust switch
Dimensions: Length: 9” (22.9 cm)
            Thickness: 1.5” (3.8 cm) tapered to .875” (2.2 cm)
Weight: 6.5 oz. (0.2 kg), with battery in
Battery: Single 9V (included). Alkaline batteries are recommended for longest operating life.
Warranty: 2 Years, Limited Parts/Labor
Patent Information: US 7,575,065; D583,261

The Garrett Pro-Pointer AT Z-Lynk is manufactured in the United States of America and in accordance with Garrett’s ISO 9001 internationally certified Quality Management System and meets the following international standards:
• FCC  •  CE  •  RoHS  •  ICNIRP  •  IEC 529-IP 68  •  IC  •  AS/NZ

(Above) Fast retune feature quickly tunes out mineralized ground, salt, and other challenging environments.

(Above) Simple Pairing to Garrett MS-3 Z-Lynk Wireless Headphones or to any Garrett WR-1 Z-Lynk device. Solid red light on the MS-3 Wireless Headphones or WR-1 Z-Lynk receiver indicates proper pairing with the pinpointer.